
THE BOGUS CLAIM OF IMMINENT WAR WITH CHINA AND RUSSIA 

Even though I covered most of this bogus claim recently, I still keep getting frantic emails from people 
wondering if it’s true what Mike Adams and Jeff Nyquist continue to talk about. As I’ve said before Mike 
Adams continues to rely on “insider sources” for the hype he puts out, and this follows that pattern. Jeff 
Nyquist, except for being a conspiracy denier relative to our own government, has heretofore been pretty 
level-headed about the Russian and Chinese threat. But he too has been deceived by this latest “leak” 
from inside China. About the only thing that is true is the headline—that “Russia and China are planning a 
simultaneous attack on the US” But, it’s not imminent as the leak claims. Here are excepts from 
the claims at Natural News. 

  

Academic researcher and author JR Nyquist has conducted a bombshell interview with “Mr. Wang” 
from LUDE Media — the same group that acquired a secret audio recording from high-level CCP / 
PLA military leaders in Southern China — that reveals China and Russia are teaming up to eliminate 
the United States and occupy North America. 

  

According to Mr. Wang, the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) is financing Russia’s war in Ukraine. 
However, he says, Russia’s best forces are not being used in Ukraine. They have been deployed in 
the Far East, prepared for action against America. 

 

 
I have seen no proof that China is paying for Russia’s war in Ukraine, although there are many mutually-
beneficial trade deals going on. Why should they when Russia is using up its existing equipment and 
manpower? While it is true that Russia has not been using its best soldiers and armor in Ukraine, they 
have NOT been deployed to the Far East in preparation for an attack on the US. 

  

According to Lude media sources, China will try to use nuclear blackmail and unrestricted warfare to 
collapse the United States while forcing Taiwan, Japan and South Korea under Chinese control. 
Failing this, China and Russia will launch a full-scale war against the United States. The Russian and 
Chinese fleets will be united – not in the same ocean – but by attacking the same continent, North 
America. The Russians will attack through the Arctic, the Chinese through the Pacific. 

 

 
No, China will not be able to get Taiwan, Japan and South Korea under their control through blackmail. 
Blackmail will only come into play when Russia and China join in a pre-emptive nuclear strike on US 
military targets (not cities), and tries to get the US and Western Europe to submit to spare their cities. 

 

 
Even Russia and China will need some pretense to attack the West in a massive decapitating strike. The 
aid the US and NATO is giving Ukraine isn’t a big enough excuse for a trigger event, despite Russia’s 
paper tiger claims that it is. A future war in Korea is what I believe will be the trigger event for this pre-
emptive joint strike on US military and some NATO forces—because the US has to intervene militarily to 
save its 47K troops stationed there. 

  

According to Mr. Wang, the lockdowns in [Shanghai] China have been used to hide the deployment of 
mobile ICBMs and other weapons. Streets have been cleared and highways closed for this purpose. 
To avoid satellite detection, missile convoys have been disguised as medical or COVID convoys. 

 

 
I covered this bogus and silly claim in the May 27th WAB, so if you missed it, read it in the archives. 

  

Lude Media has reported that Russia and China have an agreement to invade and occupy North 
America, dividing the territory between them. 

 

 

https://www.naturalnews.com/2022-06-07-russia-and-china-planning-simultaneous-attack-to-eliminate-the-united-states.html


No enemy is going to try and occupy America with a trillion arms in private hands. That’s a recipe for 
guerilla warfare that won’t end. 

  

Military equipment is disguised as covid response equipment such as ambulances or public health 
vehicles. 

 

 
I’m shocked at anyone could accept such a claim as valid. I don’t know of any serious military equipment 
that could be disguise as an ambulance. 

  

The PLA is using civilian communications frequencies rather than military frequencies in order to 
throw off America’s military surveillance capabilities. 

 

 
This is laughable too. The NSA surveils all communication, especially after Ukraine proved that Russia 
comms were so bad, they were sometimes giving orders and reports by cell phones. 

  

China plans to blockade Taiwan rather than invading it at first. The blockage will prevent Taiwan from 
receiving supplies of food, fuel, medicine and military assistance. Taiwan will later surrender after the 
USA is defeated, according to the CCP’s plan. 

 

 
A blockade would give the West much time to respond both diplomatically and militarily. China wants a 
quick victory and is planning a pre-emptive missile strike on Taiwan’s military targets and a quick invasion 
before the US has time to move its two carrier task forces into position to intervene. 

  

Once Taiwan is blockaded, China will use “unrestricted warfare” and “nuclear blackmail” to try to 
isolate the United States while attempting to control the political spheres of Japan, Taiwan and South 
Korea, asserting control over their exports and thereby denying such exports to the United States. 
This move, if successful, would collapse the US economy virtually overnight. The supply chain of 
spare parts, electronic components and consumer goods would immediately vanish. 

 

 
China might be able to blockade Taiwan by sea, but not by air. Blockading Korea would also demand a 
US response to break it. And, no, the US economy would NOT collapse overnight. Sure, severe 
shortages would stop a great deal of normal consumer spending, but most of that is not life threatening. 
The US is still self-sufficient in food and basic necessities. Bad analysts throw out the “collapse” scenarios 
too easily without understand what that really would involve. 

  

“Unrestricted warfare” includes cyber attacks, financial attacks such as denouncing the dollar and 
selling off all US Treasury debt, biological weapons attacks, information warfare attacks and even 
EMP attacks to disable the US power grid. 

 

 
Disinfo agents cobble together enough claims and think they are bound to hit pay dirt with something. But 
they clearly haven’t thought through these bogus claims very well. China can’t sell off all US treasuries 
without taking the value down so far in the first day, they would also lose most of their value. Bio weapon 
attacks are contagious and could make their way back to China. And an EMP attack would take down the 
grid but not our military’s ability to respond. That’s why a Russian/Chinese EMP attack won’t happen 
except when closely followed by a physical nuclear strike on US military targets. 

  

China is manufacturing weapons for Russia in a factory that is claimed to be “a subdivision of Norinco 
Company” (China North Industries Corporation). This is another way in which China’s economic might 
is powering Russia’s military efforts. 



 

 
This too is laughable. Norinco makes bullets and is not manufacturing any major weapons systems in 
Russia. Why should they? Russia is superior in all high tech weapons systems compare to China. That’s 
why they are no longer sharing their best tech with China—they know China is an eventual threat to 
Russia too–after the West is taken down (or so they think). 

  

Importantly, China expects to absorb a retaliatory nuclear strike from the US military after China 
unleashes its attack against the USA. Chinese leaders reportedly don’t care if they lose millions or 
even tens of millions of civilians in such attacks. 

 

 
China may well expect a retaliatory nuclear strike if this “container ship” idiotic idea was a reality, but it 
isn’t and would never even get close to American shores, let alone take out US silo-based missiles. In 
fact, China probably doesn’t believe that the 1997 nuclear policy revision PDD-60, instructing our missile 
forces to absorb a first strike, is real. Sadly, I think it is—since it would annihilate our ICBM response 
options and give our leaders the excuse of talking Americans into joining a militarized global government. 

  

My [Adam’s] analysis: China’s “nuclear blackmail” could involve China launching a nuclear missile 
that strikes an unpopulated area of America — such as a desert area of Nevada or New Mexico — or 
perhaps setting off a nuke in the Pacific Ocean off the West Coast as a demonstration of its nuclear 
capabilities. 

  

Again, poor thinking. The US already knows what Russia and China can do with nukes. They don’t need 
a token strike in the desert to convince anyone. All that would do is ruin the effect of PDD-60 since the 
American public would then expect that our leaders had been duly warned and wouldn’t be able to get 
away with absorbing an actual nuclear strike. 

 

 
And that’s why a pre-emptive strike on military targets, with an appropriate trigger event but without 
warning, is better for everyone’s evil intents—The Russians and Chinese who want to decapitate the US 
military, and our globalist leaders so they can use that excuse to get us into a military global government 
in order to prosecute the war. 

  

In the interview, it is revealed that China plans to use tactical nuclear weapons to take out US Navy 
assets such as aircraft carriers and destroyers / battle groups. 

 

 
Now, that’s a contradiction in the silly “container ship” concealed invasion idea. 

  

The continental United States will be attacked from the North, South, East and West. Combined with 
previous sources and intel we’ve received, [Adam’s presumed “insider sources”] we now know how 
the attack against the continental United States will be waged: 

  

From the North: Russian and Chinese troops cross from Canada into Washington and other northern 
states. (Canada will quickly surrender to Russia or China thanks to traitorous Trudeau.) 

 

 
This won’t work unless China and Russia do their pre-emptive nuclear strike on military bases first—
which is notably lacking in their claim. 

  

From the South: Chinese troops working with drug cartels invade US southern states along human 
smuggling routes. 



 

 
–Another laughable claim: as if the multi-million man Chinese army needs the small, corrupt drug cartels 
to coordinate their invasion of Mexico, and as if the US couldn’t respond. You don’t move a million men 
and equipment into a country in a day, without being noticed. 

  

From the West: Chinese troops bombard National Guard bases in California with offshore artillery or 
tactical nuclear weapons, then carry out a beach landing and seize the ports, 

 

 
All supposedly out of container ships? 

  

From the East: Russia detonates its Poseidon underwater drones, unleashing a tidal wave of 
radioactive water that will inundate the entire East Coast, taking out Naval infrastructure in Norfolk, 
rendering Washington D.C. uninhabitable and wrecking Wall Street and New York City, among other 
places. It’s also not a good day to live in Miami. 

 

 
Creating tidal waves would do significant damage to Norfolk VA (aircraft carrier base) and Jacksonville 
Florida Naval yards, but the Poseidon nuclear torpedo doesn’t create a lot of radioactivity to anyone 
outside the destructive wave. The tidal wave claim also doesn’t damage the nearby underground bunker 
systems for America’s political and military elite. 

  

China will attack America with cyber warfare, kamikaze drones launched from Mexico and attacks on 
the power grid infrastructure. 

 

 
The EMP strike makes all that unnecessary. 

  

China will activate its embedded civilians who are already inside the CDC, FDA, universities, 
corporations and government bodies, and they will initiate mass sabotage operations to bring 
America down. Other Chinese agents will activate across the country, arming up with mortars, 
ground-to-air missiles and firearms, then targeting and taking out infrastructure such as refineries, 
power substations, police stations, military bases, airports and sea ports. 

 

 
These guys have been watching too many old war movies. It’s one thing to infiltrate the country with 
thousands of students at our universities, harvesting all the high tech learning they can get (which they 
have done), but training them to be saboteurs with hidden caches of military equipment is a much more 
difficult challenge without being discovered. 

 

 
Besides all this complexity of infiltration is unnecessary in a nuclear pre-emptive strike on military targets, 
preceded by an EMP strike, that does all this chaos creation without these supposed thousands of trained 
infiltrators. Adams is stuck in WWII tactics. 

  

Remember that Russia’s attack on Ukraine caused the USA to ship the vast majority of its anti-tank 
weapons, Stinger missiles and other equipment to Ukraine, leaving the continental United States 
highly vulnerable. 

 

 



This is false. Most of the equipment sent to Ukraine has not been the latest variety we produce. They are 
sending over the old supplies, which are always being updated and this aid has not left the US military 
with any appreciable shortages. 

  

Americans are oblivious, and leaders are clueless about what’s coming 

 

 
The first is true, but the second is not. Our leaders with the globalist conspiracy know what’s coming even 
if our puppet leaders do not—but they aren’t telling anyone, especially the public. And the co-conspirators 
in the media probably are left in the dark as well. Few realize that a big war is coming. But our own 
government is building ever more sophisticated deep bunkers for protection—not against tidal waves but 
against nuclear strikes. They don’t want America prepared so the public can more easily be talked into 
joining a global government in response–at least, those that survive. 

 

 
In summary, this latest iteration from Adams is a considerable expansion on what he and Nyquist 
originally claimed, which was limited to the container ship invasion—supposedly coming this November 
(which won’t happen). Adams seems to be downplaying the imminent timing, for fear he will lose face 
when he’s wrong, but the specifics of these growing and more bizarre claims are so off-base in terms of 
military strategy, you need to disregard the entire package. The war with Russia and China is coming, as 
I’ve long predicted, but learn to detect what is real from the “sky is falling” disinformation to comes from 
Adam’s “insider sources.” 

 


